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ABSTRACT

The Off-plane Grating Rocket Experiment (OGRE) is a soft X-ray spectroscopy suborbital rocket payload
designed to obtain the highest-resolution soft X-ray spectrum of Capella to date. With a spectral resolution goal
of R(λ/∆λ) > 2000 at select wavelengths in its 10-55 Å bandpass of interest, the payload will be able to study
the line-dominated spectrum of Capella in unprecedented detail. To achieve this performance goal, the payload
will employ three key technologies: mono-crystalline silicon X-ray mirrors developed at NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, reflection gratings manufactured at The Pennsylvania State University, and electron-multiplying
CCDs developed by The Open University and XCAM Ltd. In this document, an updated optical design that
can achieve the performance goal of the OGRE spectrometer and a new grating alignment concept to realize this
optical design are described.

Keywords: optical design, soft X-ray spectroscopy, reflection gratings, mono-crystalline silicon X-ray optics,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Current X-ray grating spectrometers on the Chandra X-ray Observatory1 and XMM-Newton2 offer modest per-
formance (R[λ/∆λ] < 1000) in the soft X-ray bandpass (∼ 0.3 − 2.0 keV). However, these aging spectrometers
do not have the performance necessary to answer key science questions set forth by the 2010 Astronomy and
Astrophysics Decadal Survey3 and the 2013 Astrophysics Roadmap.4 To answer these questions, future X-ray
grating spectrometers such as Lynx 5 require order-of-magnitude performance increases over these existing spec-
trometers. Technological advances in the past several decades will aid these future spectrometers in achieving
the required performance increases, but many of these technologies have not yet been proven in a space envi-
ronment. The Off-plane Grating Rocket Experiment (OGRE),6,7 a soft X-ray grating spectroscopy suborbital
rocket payload, provides an avenue for several of these technologies to be proven in such an environment and
prepare these technologies for future large-scale X-ray spectroscopy missions such as Lynx.

The scientific target of the OGRE spectrometer is Capella (α Auriga), a quadruple star system composed
of two binary pairs. The primary binary pair, Capella A, consists of a G8/K0 III He-burning red giant and a
G1 III giant making its way through the Hertzsprung gap.8 Strong coronal activity makes Capella A one of the
brightest quiescent X-ray sources in the sky. The spectrum of Capella A is dominated by line emission, and
due to its emission strength, the source is often used as a calibration target for soft X-ray spectrometers and is
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Figure 1: A schematic of the three-component X-ray spectrometer design employed on OGRE.6 Incoming X-ray
light enters from the left-hand side of the schematic and is incident on the X-ray focusing optic. The optic forms
a converging X-ray beam which if left unhindered would form a focus at the optic focal plane. However, this
converging light is intercepted by the grating array that diffracts this light into its component spectrum. The
detectors at the spectrometer focal plane then digitize this spectrum.

included in the Chandra Emission Line Project.9 These properties make it an excellent target for OGRE as the
observation time of the payload is limited to ∼ 300 seconds.

The OGRE spectrometer aims to achieve the highest resolution soft X-ray spectrum of Capella to date with
a resolution requirement of R > 1500 across the entire bandpass (∼ 10 − 55 Å) and a goal of R > 2000 at
select energies. This performance would surpass the spectral resolution of the Low-Energy Transmission Grating
Spectrometer (LETGS)10 and High-Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer (HETGS)11 on Chandra and
the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS)12 on XMM-Newton. This unprecedented observation of Capella
will enable existing line blends to be resolved, new and updated emission lines to be integrated into plasma
spectral models to support future X-ray spectroscopy missions, and more accurate plasma characteristics for this
calibration source to be determined.

To obtain this high-resolution soft X-ray spectrum of Capella, the OGRE spectrometer will utilize three key
technologies: mono-crystalline silicon X-ray optics,13 X-ray reflection gratings operated in the extreme off-plane
mount,14 and an array of electron-multiplying CCDs (EM-CCDs) at the focal plane.15 While the suborbital rocket
mission architecture provides an avenue for these three technologies to prove themselves in a space environment,
the mission architecture also places unique constraints on the design of the spectrometer. An initial optical
design for the soft X-ray spectrometer on OGRE is discussed in Donovan et al. (2018).6 This manuscript will
discuss an updated optical design of the OGRE soft X-ray spectrometer as well as a grating alignment concept
to help realize this design.

2. OPTICAL DESIGN OF THE OGRE SOFT X-RAY SPECTROMETER

A soft X-ray spectrometer is generally composed of three components: an X-ray optic (typically a Wolter-I
type16) that focuses the incident X-ray light, a transmission/reflection grating array that diffracts this light
into its component spectrum, and an array of detectors on the focal plane that digitize the diffracted light. A
schematic of this spectrometer design is shown in Figure 1. The OGRE spectrometer follows this three-component
spectrometer design, with each of its components discussed below.

2.1 X-ray Optics

The OGRE spectrometer will employ a mono-crystalline silicon X-ray optic module developed by NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center.13 Each mirror segment in the optic module is produced from a block of single-crystal silicon
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Table 1: The mono-crystalline silicon X-ray optic prescription for the OGRE grating spectrometer. This pre-
scription assumes an axial mirror length of 100 mm, an axial separation of 5 mm, and a radial separation between
mirrors of 1.3 mm. Shown are the optical prescriptions for each of the 12 mirror shells: the primary (paraboloid)
radii at its front (Z = 3602.5 mm) and back (Z = 3502.5 mm) axial edges, the secondary (hyperboloid) radii at
its front (Z = 3498.5 mm) and back (Z = 3398.5 mm) axial edges, and the radius of each shell at the intersection
node of the primary and secondary mirror surfaces (Z = 3500 mm).

Prim. - Front Prim. - Back Intersection Sec. - Front Sec. - Back
1 330 166.203 165.029 165.000 164.912 161.373
2 335 168.772 167.580 167.550 167.461 163.867
3 340 171.359 170.150 170.119 170.028 166.379
4 345 173.966 172.738 172.707 172.615 168.910
5 351 176.592 175.346 175.314 175.220 171.460
6 356 179.237 177.972 177.940 177.845 174.029

7 388 195.523 194.143 194.108 194.004 189.841
8 394 198.308 196.908 196.873 196.767 192.545
9 399 201.113 199.693 199.658 199.551 195.269

10 405 203.938 202.499 202.463 202.355 198.013
11 411 206.785 205.326 205.289 205.179 200.777
12 416 209.653 208.173 208.136 208.025 203.561

Mirror Label
Radius (mm)

Mid-Plate

which allows the mirrors to be manufactured free of internal stresses. Due to this stress-free nature, each mirror
can achieve high angular resolution while remaining thin and light. This optic technology is the only technology
that can simultaneously meet the angular resolution, effective area, and weight requirements of the OGRE
spectrometer.6 A more in-depth overview of the mono-crystalline silicon X-ray optic technology can be found in
Zhang et al. (2018).13

The OGRE optic module will be composed of 12 shells of mono-crystalline silicon mirror segments with a
shared focal length of Z0 = 3500 mm and spanning radii from r0 = 165.000 − 208.136 mm. The focal length of
the optic module is constrained by the suborbital mission architecture to Z = 3500 mm – the maximum focal
length allowed without compromising flight stability.

The primary and secondary mirrors for a given shell will be separated by a 5 mm axial gap with each mirror
spanning an axial length of 100 mm. Each mirror will be ∼ 1 mm thick with ∼ 0.3 mm of additional space added
between each mirror for thickness allowance. The prescription for each mirror shell in the OGRE optic module
that results from the described mirror parameters is shown in Figure 1. The predicted half-power diameter
performance of the optic module is < 5 arcsec. Each of the 12 shells will have 12 primary (paraboloid) and 12
secondary (hyperboloid) mirror segments for a total of 288 total mirror segments in the optic module.

2.2 X-ray Reflection Gratings

The OGRE spectrometer will employ reflection gratings operated in the extreme off-plane mount to disperse the
converging light from the X-ray optic module into its component spectrum. These gratings have demonstrated
both high spectral resolution and high diffraction efficiency in the soft X-ray bandpass.17,18 These two qualities
make the technology an ideal choice for OGRE since, while the spectrometer aims to obtain a high-resolution
spectrum of Capella, it has only ∼ 300 sec of observation time to obtain this spectrum.

Gratings in the extreme off-plane mount are oriented quasi-parallel to the groove direction and at grazing
incidence relative to the incident X-ray photons as depicted in Figure 2(a). The incident X-ray photons are then
dispersed conically according to the generalized grating equation:
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Figure 2: The diffraction geometry of a reflection grating in the extreme off-plane mount.14,17 (a): Light is
incident from point A onto the grating surface at a graze angle η and relative to the groove direction by an
angle Ψ. Equivalently, this incidence geometry can be described in the spherical coordinate system by azimuth
angle α and polar angle γ. Diffraction follows the generalized grating equation (Eq. 1) and light is diffracted
a distance L to azimuth angle β on the focal plane. The dispersion distance between the n = 0 reflection and
n-th diffraction order on this focal plane is given by x. (b): An array of three aligned gratings whose diffraction
arcs overlap at the spectrometer focal plane. The groove facets of these reflection gratings are sculpted to have
a triangular (blazed) profile with facet angle δ. This groove profile serves to preferentially disperse light to the
specific bandpass of interest. Maximum diffraction efficiency is realized in the Littrow mount where α = β = δ.
The grooves here also have a radial profile such that all grooves converge to the center of the diffraction arc
on the spectrometer focal plane. This radial profile minimizes aberrations at the focal plane, thus increasing
spectral resolution. Here, the gratings are depicted to extend to the focal plane for illustrative purposes, but in
reality, gratings only extend ∼ 70 mm towards the focal plane.

sinα+ sinβ =
nλ

d sin γ
, (1)

where α is the azimuthal angle of the incident light, β is the azimuthal angle of the diffracted light, γ is the polar
angle of the incident light relative to the groove direction, λ is the wavelength of the light, n is the diffraction
order, and d is the groove period. Differentiating this equation with respect to λ yields the dispersion relation:

dλ

dx
=

107

nLD

Å

mm
, (2)

where L is the distance a photon travels to the spectrometer focal plane (throw), D is the groove density (≡ 1/d),
and x = L sin γ(sinβ+sinα) (dispersion direction). To maximize resolution, R = λ/∆λ(= x/∆x), a spectrometer
then must maximize dispersion and minimize the width of the line spread function (LSF) on the focal plane.
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Figure 3: Diffraction geometry for the soft X-ray spectrometer on OGRE.6 To increase the achievable spectral
resolution, the optic is subapertured into six 60◦ azimuthal segments. Behind each of these segments is a grating
module composed of 60 gratings. To maximize diffraction efficiency, each grating module operates in the Littrow
mount which requires α = β = δ. Here, α = β = δ = 30◦ such that neighboring 60◦ azimuthal segments can
diffract to the same location on the focal plane. This geometry is repeated two times to populate the entire 360◦

azimuthal span of optic with grating modules.

Reflection gratings operating in the extreme off-plane mount typically employ grooves that radially converge
to match the convergence of the X-ray optic upstream in the optical path. This groove geometry minimizes
aberrations on the focal plane.19 Furthermore, the grooves can be manufactured to have a blazed profile which
preferentially diffracts the incident light to a specific bandpass of interest as seen in Figure 2(b). By manipulating
the grooves in this way, reflection gratings operating in the extreme off-plane mount can simultaneously achieve
high spectral resolution and high diffraction efficiency.

2.2.1 Diffraction Geometry

To increase their achievable spectral resolution, X-ray grating spectrometers can subaperture their X-ray optic
such that only a portion (typically ∼ 30 − 60◦) of their full 360◦ azimuthal span is populated with gratings.
This decreases the width of the point spread function (PSF) formed by the optic which consequently decreases
the width of the LSF. By decreasing this width in the dispersion direction (∆x), the spectral resolution of the
spectrometer can be improved without improving the performance of the optic. This, however, typically comes
at the cost of reduced effective area.

To increase its spectral resolution while maximizing its effective area, the OGRE spectrometer will subaper-
ture its X-ray optic module into six 60◦ azimuthal segments with a separate grating module behind each of
these optic segments. A pair of neighboring grating modules are then oriented such that they each diffract their
spectrum to the same location on the focal plane. With two grating modules diffracting to the same location,
OGRE only requires three spectral detectors. A schematic of this geometry can be seen in Figure 3. The de-
scribed geometry is then repeated two times to populate the entire optic with grating modules. This geometry
allows OGRE to still achieve the increased resolution gained by the subaperturing technique described above, but
without taking a large effective area loss generally associated with this technique. To further maximize effective
area, the gratings will operate in the Littrow mount: α = β = δ, where δ is the blaze angle of the grooves. This
mount realizes maximum diffraction efficiency in the extreme off-plane mount.

This grating design places constraints on the diffraction geometry of the OGRE grating modules. Since
grating modules are placed behind 60◦ azimuthal optic segments, neighboring grating modules operating in the
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Table 2: Parameters describing the diffraction geometry and grating substrates of the OGRE spectrometer.

Parameter Value

Graze Angle (η) 1.5◦

Yaw (Ψ) ±0.87◦

Blaze Angle (δ) 30◦

Groove Period (d; @ 3300 mm) 160 nm
Throw (L) 3251.5 mm
Grating Dimensions ∼ 70 mm x 70 mm
Grating Separation 2.182 mm
Fan Angle 2.30 arcmin

Littrow mount must have α = β = δ = 30◦ to diffract to the same location on the focal plane. Additionally, the
OGRE spectrometer will maximize its diffraction efficiency at the blaze wavelength:

nλb = 2d sin γ sin δ. (3)

Thus, the groove period for OGRE must be chosen to maximize the diffraction efficiency in its bandpass of
interest. By constraining the graze angle to η = 1.5◦ and with the grating modules placed downstream from
the optic module at an axial position of Z ≈ 3250 mm, a groove period of 160 nm is required to maximize the
diffraction efficiency for the bright transition lines in the Capella spectrum between 10 − 20 Å. This geometry
gives a dispersion on the focal plane of ∼ 0.485/n Å/mm. A summary of the parameters for the OGRE grating
geometry is shown in Table 2.

2.2.2 Grating Placement

The reflection gratings in the OGRE spectrometer will have dimensions ∼ 70 mm x 70 mm x 2.182 mm thick.
To populate an entire 60◦ azimuthal optical segment with these gratings (∼ 150 mm wide), OGRE requires two
stacks (left & right) in each grating module, each with 30 gratings stacked on top of one another. With 60
gratings per module, this requires a total of 360 gratings for the six grating modules.

The gratings in each module must be oriented such that their diffraction arcs overlap at the focal plane,
which requires a fan angle of 2.30 arcmin between consecutive gratings. However, even with this fan angle, the
total LSF formed by the 60 gratings in a grating module still possesses aberrations due to individual diffraction
arcs not overlapping exactly. To reduce these aberrations, grating placement was numerically optimized so as to
minimize induced aberrations on the focal plane.

Grating positions in the module were iterated via a numerical optimization routine to minimize the width of
the LSF on the focal plane at λ = 15.01 Å. This wavelength corresponds to the Fe XVII transition line – the
brightest line in the soft X-ray spectrum of Capella A. As a result of the optimization routine, the LSF aberrations
induced in the dispersion direction from diffraction were effectively eliminated – the width of the LSF in the
dispersion direction is actually slightly smaller than the assumed PSF width of 1.5 arcsec (= 25 µm) FWHM in
the dispersion direction. With an LSF width of 22 µm FWHM, the theoretical maximum resolution at this bright
Fe XVII transition line is R = x/∆x ≈ 4200. An image of subapertured PSF formed by a 60◦ azimuthal segment
of the OGRE optic module and the LSF from a single grating module is shown in Figure 4(a-b). Additionally,
the optimized positions of the gratings in an OGRE grating module can be seen in Figure 4(c).

2.3 Detector Array

The detector array is the final component of the OGRE reflection grating spectrometer. As dictated by the
diffraction geometry, the detector array will contain three spectral detectors observing the six spectra from the
grating modules, with each of the spectral detectors observing spectra from two grating modules. While the
majority of the converging beam from the optic will be intercepted by the grating modules as shown in Figure
3, a small portion of this beam will pass freely to the focal plane and form a focus. Therefore, the detector array
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Figure 4: (a): The simulated point spread function (PSF) from a 60◦ azimuthal segment of the OGRE optic
module. The simulated width is in accordance with OGRE optic performance requirements: ∼ 1.5 arcsec FWHM.
(b): The simulated line spread function (LSF) from a single OGRE grating module. The width of the LSF is
actually slightly smaller than the PSF of the optic, likely resulting from additional subaperturing by the grating
module. The resolution achieved by this simulation is R(x/∆x) ≈ 4200. (c): The optimized grating positions
for the left and right grating stacks used to achieve the LSF displayed in (b). Together, the left and right grating
stacks form an OGRE grating module.
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single di↵racted ray of wavelength � at the focal plane given a misalignment in a single

degree of freedom and compares it to the position of the ray for a perfectly aligned

grating. The tolerance for the degree of freedom considered is derived by setting

bounds on the permitted relative movement of the di↵racted ray in the dispersion and

cross-dispersion directions.

This analytical method requires the selection of several mission-specific parame-

ters (graze angle, nominal grating yaw, the wavelength of the ray, etc.) in order to

arrive at relevant tolerances. Tolerances are also driven by the required performance

of the spectrometer, as the performance requirements set the permitted total motions

of the dispersed ray in the dispersion and cross-dispersion directions. A misalignment

causing a displacement in the dispersion direction broadens the spatial distribution of

a monochromatic spectral feature and will result in a broadened spectral line. Hence,

motion in the dispersion direction is constrained in order to maintain the spectral

resolution of the spectrometer to be toleranced. In contrast, a misalignment causing

displacement in the cross-dispersion direction causes the spectral feature to be blurred

over additional pixels. As each pixel contributes noise to the measurement of the

Figure 6.3: The linear and rotational degrees of freedom for o↵-plane grating alignment.Figure 6: Degrees of freedom for a representative grat-
ing in the OGRE grating modules.20 The spectrome-
ter focal plane is in the −ẑ direction.
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Table 3: Tolerances for the grating-level and stack-level alignment of the OGRE grating modules. Values are
from a comprehensive line spread function error budget presented in Donovan et al. (2019).21

Parameter Grating-Level Tolerance [1σ level] Stack-Level Tolerance [3σ level]

x̂ ±127 µm ±127 µm
ŷ ±127 µm ±254 µm
ẑ ±127 µm ±127 µm
Pitch (rotation about x̂) ±30 arcsec ±60 arcsec
Yaw (rotation about ŷ) ±30 arcsec ±60 arcsec
Roll (rotation about ẑ) ±15 arcsec ±30 arcsec

will also contain a fourth detector to observe the focus formed by the light from the OGRE optic module that
is not intercepted by the six grating modules.

The four detectors must be placed to minimize the path length differences from either photons diffracting
from individual gratings in the OGRE grating modules or from photons reflecting from the optic module. In the
case of the central optic focus detector, the location where the path length differences are minimized will achieve
maximum angular resolution. This location is dictated by the focal length of the optic module: 3500 mm. With
the optic module at an axial position of Z = 3500 mm, this requires that the central detector is at an axial
position of Z = 0 mm.

Similarly, the location where the path length differences are minimized for the spectral detectors will achieve
maximum spectral resolution. The grating modules for OGRE are yawed with respect to the converging light
from the optic module. To minimize aberrations for a single grating module, an angle focal plane is required.
However, since each detector will monitor two spectra simultaneously, each spectral detector must be placed to
simultaneously minimize aberrations from both of its grating modules. This requires a flat focal plane which
bisects the optimal focal planes of the two grating modules it observes. The axial position of each spectral
detector is Z = −3.61 mm and each is centered about the centroid of the blaze wavelength: nλb = 47.6 Å. A
schematic showing the relative placement of the four detectors on the focal plane is shown in Figure 5.

3. A NEW GRATING ALIGNMENT CONCEPT

The comprehensive LSF error budget for the OGRE spectrometer21 identifies contributors to the final LSF
observed by the spectrometer including alignment tolerances required for grating-to-grating and stack-to-stack
misalignments. A summary of these alignment tolerances is shown in Table 3. Gratings must be aligned to these
tolerances to enable the spectrometer to realize its optical design.

3.1 Previous Grating Alignment Methodology

To attain grating alignment tolerances in the past, reflection grating spectrometers employed an active approach
to grating alignment wherein each grating within a module is actively aligned with a hexapod or similar staging.22

After each grating is maneuvered into alignment, it is then fixed into place with epoxy. This process continues
until all gratings have been populated into the module. This method was employed for the Water Recovery
X-ray Rocket (WRXR)22 and was studied for the reflection grating spectrometer concept for Arcus.20 While
practical for missions that require a small amount of gratings (< 30) such as WRXR, this method quickly becomes
impractical for missions requiring a large amount of gratings such as OGRE. For example, the alignment of the
26 gratings required for the WRXR grating module took on the order of two weeks. Extrapolating this rate to
the OGRE spectrometer which requires 360 gratings, a similar active grating alignment methodology might take
on the order of 27 weeks to complete.

The limiting factor of the active grating alignment methodology employed for the WRXR grating module
was the epoxy used to bond each grating into the module. The work time of the epoxy meant that aligning more
than two gratings per day with a single alignment station was not feasible. Furthermore, this alignment effort
saw grating orientation shifts of ∼ 5− 15 arcsec during the first several hours of the epoxy cure. These shifts are
on the order of OGRE grating-level alignment tolerances. Thus, a new method of grating alignment that is not
prone to these epoxy-related issues was desired.
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Figure 7: An overview of the proposed grating alignment methodology for the OGRE grating modules. The
procedure starts by procuring precision wedged grating substrates from optic manufacturers that meet the desired
tolerances shown in Table 3 (top-left). Then, a grating is imprinted on the top surface of this wedged substrate
via substrate conformal imprint lithography (top-center). The grating substrate is then diced into a rectangular
shape and the backside of the substrate is “ribbed” such that only three 2mm wide ribs remain (top-right). The
back surface is then etched via deep reactive ion etching to remove the topmost substrate layer containing an
surface irregularities which might cause unwanted stress (bottom-right). The grating substrates are then stacked
on top of one another and bonded together via direct bonding to form a grating stack (bottom-center). Two of
these grating stacks are then aligned together into one of six OGRE grating modules (bottom-left).

3.2 A Proposed Alignment Methodology for OGRE

A method not prone to the previous epoxy-related issues has been devised for implementation on OGRE and
is based upon the silicon pore optic (SPO) technology developed by cosine Research B.V.23 Instead of actively
aligning each grating individually with a hexapod as in the past, this alignment method relies on a more passive
approach wherein much of the alignment is manufactured into the grating substrates themselves. With substrates
that meet the tolerances in Table 3, simply stacking the substrates with a precision robot will ensure that the
alignment tolerances can be met. Furthermore, the substrates will be bonded together via direct bonding,24 a
chemical process that does not rely on external adhesive, thereby eliminating epoxy from the grating alignment
process.

A detailed description of the envisioned process is described in the following paragraphs and is outlined
in Figure 7. The process begins with the manufacture of the grating substrates themselves. These grating
substrates will be manufactured on fused silica or silicon and procured from specialty optic manufacturers. The
substrates are manufactured such that their thickness and wedge angle reflect the designed separation and fan
angle between consecutive gratings. Grating-to-grating alignment tolerances in pitch, roll, and ŷ then fall largely
on the manufacturing tolerances of the wedged substrates.

Once the wedged substrates have been procured, the gratings are then imprinted onto the top surface via
substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL).25 This process was used to fabricate the flight gratings for the
WRXR.26,27 During wedge manufacture, the high side of the wedge is aligned to the wafer flat which is then
referenced during the initial imprint alignment. Simulations show that this alignment is not critical and can
have errors on the order of ∼ 1 − 2◦.
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Once imprinted, the grating is then coated with a photoresist to protect the grating pattern from subsequent
processing steps. The grating is then diced into a rectangle and ribs are cut into the backside of the grating
substrate. This process references alignment markers imprinted with the grating pattern such that the rectangle
and ribs are aligned within ∼ 1 − 2 µm of the grating pattern. The ribbing process allows the precise tolerances
in pitch (rotation about x̂), roll (rotation about ẑ), and ŷ initially manufactured into the substrates to be
maintained, while giving light a path to diffract from the grating surface. However, this ribbing and dicing
process induces stress into the grating substrate which distorts the grating surface out of specification for both
pitch and roll.

To relieve this induced stress, the back surface of the grating is etched approximately ∼ 20− 80 µm via deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE). This process removes damaged surface layers caused by the ribbing process and
restores the grating surface back to its pre-ribbed figure. To prevent damaging the pristine top surfaces of the
ribs during this process, a protective photoresist is applied prior to etching. Once ribbed, diced, and etched, the
photoresist protecting the grating pattern and the tops of the ribs is removed.

A unique property of the sol-gel resist variant used for this particular SCIL process is that it is silica-based
(Phillips SCIL Nanoimprint Solutions) and it becomes 100% fused silica when annealed.28 Therefore, the same
chemistry that enables silicon and fused silica direct bonding enables sol-gel direct bonding to either fused silica
or silicon. With the substrates prepared for direct bonding, the grating substrates are then stacked on top of
one another using a precision robot similar to the SPO alignment process.23 These robots have been developed
and extensively tested for SPO mirror module production and can achieve the alignment tolerances in x̂, ẑ, and
yaw (rotation about ŷ). Once fully stacked, the grating stacks are annealed to improve the strength of the direct
bonds.

Once both stacks are produced for a given grating module, the stacks will be aligned to one another and
integrated into a grating module. An in-depth discussion of stack and module integration is given in O’Meara
et al. (2019).29

This new reflection grating alignment concept is anticipated to be much improved over previous grating
alignment methods. The difficulty of alignment now falls largely on grating substrate production which utilizes
proven optical manufacturing and nano-fabrication processes. Furthermore, if similar stacking times to those
that have been achieved for SPO module alignment (< 1 h),23 the alignment of all 360 gratings into grating
stacks will take ∼ 1−2 months instead of the > 6 months as would have been the case for the previous alignment
methodology.

4. CURRENT PROGRESS & FUTURE WORK

A great deal of progress has been made on the OGRE spectrometer in the past year. In the following section,
a status update will be given for each major component of the spectrometer (optic module, grating modules,
detector array) and future plans for each will be discussed.

4.1 Optic Module

A more in-depth discussion of recent results and future work for the mono-crystalline silicon optic technology
can be found in Zhang et al. (2018),13 but a summary of this discussion as it relates to OGRE will be discussed
here. Prototype single-shell OGRE optics have entered production. An image of one of these prototypes can
be seen in Figure 8(a). An optic prototype will be produced in the early fall of 2019, after which the optic
will be tested for performance in the 47 m X-ray beamline at Penn State. This facility has been used in the
past for lobster-eye testing and detector characterization.30 Once performance is verified, focus will switch to
the production of a 2-3 shell prototype optic stack. The performance of this optic is expected to be verified at
the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics’ PANTER X-ray Test Facility in Neuried, Germany. This
facility has extensive experience testing X-ray optics for Athena,31 Arcus,32 and for previous mono-crystalline
silicon optic testing.13 Once the performance of this multi-shell optic prototype is verified, production will begin
on the flight OGRE optic assembly.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Single-shell optic (a) and grating substrate (b) prototypes for the OGRE spectrometer.

4.2 Grating Modules

All aspects of grating production, alignment, and integration are currently in development. Grating master
prototypes have been manufactured via electron-beam lithography in the Nanofabrication Laboratory at Penn
State and tested for performance at the PANTER X-ray Test Facility in Neuried, Germany. Preliminary results
indicate that one of these gratings meets the performance requirement for OGRE, and concluding results from
this test are forthcoming.33 Regarding grating replication development, prototype SCIL grating replicas have
been procured from Moxtek, Inc. These prototype replicas will be tested for performance in the 47 m Penn
State beamline with an OGRE optic prototype in early fall of 2019. Additionally, SCIL tooling has been recently
procured and commissioned by the Nanofabrication Laboratory at Penn State, which will greatly aid in future
SCIL process development.

In addition to grating fabrication and replication development, grating alignment process development has
commenced. Initial silicon grating prototypes have been procured from several optic manufacturers and these
vendors are currently iterating on their production processes to meet the required specifications. Fused silica
substrates are also being procured. The ribbing of these substrates is also well underway and the first several
batches of ribbed substrates have been delivered. An example of a ribbed substrate can be seen in Figure 8(b).
Initial processing runs have shown that this ribbing process induces large amounts of stress into the substrate.
This stress distorts the figure of the grating substrates such that they no longer meet the alignment tolerances as
described in Table 3. Initial stress mitigation studies with DRIE show that this induced stress can be alleviated
though with the etched gratings returning to their pre-ribbed figure.

Direct bonding has also been successfully demonstrated by cosine Research B.V. During this direct bonding
study, two variations of direct bonding were studied: silicon–silicon and silicon–sol-gel. Silicon–sol-gel bonding
is an important process to test since this silica-based sol-gel resist will coat the entire top surface of the grating
after SCIL replication. Work has now shifted towards showing that fused silica can bond to sol-gel. Direct
bonding has also been recently demonstrated at Penn State.

The culmination of these development efforts is the production of a prototype stack consisting of 2−3 gratings
that will be tested with the 2 − 3 shell OGRE optic prototype at the PANTER X-ray Test Facility before the
end of 2019. If successful, this test will prove alignment methodologies for both the OGRE mirror module and
the OGRE grating stacks. Efforts then would be shifted towards producing the flight OGRE grating stacks.
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4.3 Detector Array

Prototype detectors for the OGRE payload have been extensively characterized.15 Furthermore, a final design
of the flight OGRE detector assembly has been completed by XCAM Ltd. A comprehensive design review
has taken place and work has begun sourcing mechanical components for the assembly. The detector assembly
will continue production for the next several months with completion slated for early 2020. After the detector
assembly has been manufactured, The Open University will take delivery of the detector assembly for testing
and characterization. Penn State will then take delivery of this assembly in mid-2020.

5. SUMMARY

In this manuscript, an optical design for the soft X-ray grating spectrometer on the Off-plane Grating Rocket
Experiment (OGRE) was described. This design will allow the OGRE spectrometer to obtain the highest
resolution soft X-ray spectrum of an astronomical source to date. Furthermore, a new grating alignment concept
based on the silicon pore optic (SPO) technology has been outlined. This concept aims to improve upon the
shortcomings of a previous grating alignment methodology used to align the Water Recovery X-ray Rocket
grating module. Finally, recent progress on the OGRE payload was described and a outline of milestones in the
near future were discussed.
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